To write about the cataloguing of medieval manuscripts could soon become stating the obvious and carrying coals to Newcastle: so much has been written about it, both on the theoretical aspects and the actual practice.
1 A solid contribution to the ow of publications was and is being supplied by my teacher J.P. Gumbert.
2 For a general survey of catalogues see A. Derolez, Les catalogues de bibliothèques (Turnhout 1979) [= Typologie des sources du Moyen Âge occidental, 31] and more speci cally on catalogues of medieval manuscripts: L. Reynhout, 'Pour une typologie des catalogues de manuscrits médiévaux: contribution à un inventaire collectif en Belgique', in: Archief-en Bibliotheekwezen in België, 61 (1990) , pp. 5-37. See also the Post Scriptum.
3 This is one of the major diVerences from descriptions of especially modern books: here the focus is on the contents, the book as artefact features much less prominent. made available and consulted through the Internet. However, the term 'catalogue' is not quite felicitous because what I am referring to -certainly with regard to the form or technology -is a database rather than a catalogue. But since what I have in mind -certainly as regards the function -are still aspects of a catalogue in the sense of 'a well-organized list, preferably as complete as possible, of objects' (in this case: manuscripts), I do speak of a web-catalogue, if only to avoid a designation such as 'database-like catalogue on Internet'. After all, in the web-catalogue I am referring to, the 'text of the descriptions' is fragmented into several collections of data that can be searched similar to databases. Because here the catalogue-function is put rst and foremost, I shall not deal with the often beautiful websites showing and discussing almost everything pertaining to one manuscript or to some highlights in a library. Obviously links can be made from a web-catalogue to similar digital presentations, so that these presentations will be incorporated into the web-catalogue, but I am here primarily concerned with a catalogue containing data on thousands of manuscripts. It is hardly beyond doubt that the web-catalogue has a promising future where cataloguing or making medieval manuscripts accessible is concerned.
The descriptions in most 'general' traditional, printed and digital (or digitized) catalogues are based on what could be called a 'linear model'. A description of this type has a beginning and an end and in the intermediate section a more or less xed series of aspects is described. A 'linear' description reads like a continuous story which gives a good impression of the manuscript described as a whole.
